FOUR STEP SAFETY LADDER WITH HANDRAILS

Thanks for your purchase from Support Plus.
Please read all instructions thoroughly before use. Keep instructions for future reference.

CAUTION:
DO NOT EXCEED WEIGHT LIMIT OF 300 LBS.
DO NOT use on slippery or uneven surfaces, scaffolding, or unstable bases.
DO NOT use ladder if it is damaged, worn, or if ladder has been exposed to fire or chemical corrosion.
DO NOT attempt to repair damaged or missing parts.
DO NOT use ladder for anything other than its intended use. Ladder is for HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY.
DO NOT overreach while standing on ladder or attempt to move ladder while standing on it.
WARNING: Metal ladder conducts electricity. DO NOT make contact with live electrical wires.
SAFETY GUIDELINES:
 When using ladders, basic safety precautions should
always be followed.
 Inspect all parts prior to each use to insure that all parts
are securely fastened and in good working condition.
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 Keep step ladder dry and clean, free from grease, oil,
mud, snow, wet paint, and other slippery materials.
 Ladder is meant for one person only.
ASSEMBLY:
Tools needed: Ratchet, 10mm Socket, Pliers (not included)
Attach the handrail by lining up the bottom hole in the handrail with the
bottom hole in the ladder frame, then inserting the bolt through the handrail
and frame. Next attach the washer and then the nut. Do not tighten nut. See
figure 2.
Line the hole in the top of the handrail with the hole in the top of the ladder
frame and insert bolt. If the holes do not line up exactly, push up or down on
the handrail until the holes align, and then insert the bolt through the
handrail and ladder frame. Attach washer and nut, then tighten all handrail
mounting nuts using your Ratchet, 10mm Socket and Pliers the until securely
tightened. See figure 3.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
 Unfold the ladder by pushing down on the top step. The safety hook
underneath the top step will automatically slide down and lock the
spreader assembly. Ensure spreader assembly is secure before use.
 To fold the ladder, press the safety hook at the highest step and
carefully pull up the back of the top step making sure not to pinch
or injure your fingers. See figure 4 for location of safety hook.

Questions or concerns:
Please call: 1-866-553-8875
Made in China.
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